Data reduction of the Ground-based CO data: Technical report
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THE OBSERVATIONS
We used the A3 receiver (211–276 GHz, DSB operation) on the 15-m JCMT on Mauna Kea in Hawaii (USA) to
observe the CO J =2–1 (230.538 GHz) and 13CO J =2–1 (220.398 GHz) lines, and its B3 (315–370 GHz) and W/C
(430–510 GHz) receivers operating single sideband (SSB) for CO J = 3–2 (345.796 GHz) and J = 4–3 (461.041
GHz) line observations in our sample. The observations were conducted during several periods from 1999 up to
2010 (see Table 1 for specific periods and typical system temperatures). CO J = 3–2 observations beyond 2008
utilized the new 16-beam HARP-B SSB receiver (325–375 GHz). The decommissioning of the W/C JCMT
receiver before completion of the survey as well as the several CO J = 4–3 lines redshifted into the deep 450-GHz
atmospheric absorption band meant that such measurements could be conducted for only 10 out of the original
sample of 30 LIRGs. The digital autocorrelation spectrometer (DAS) was used in all JCMT observations until
2006, while the new spectrometer ACSIS was employed afterwards. At 345 GHz we used its 920-MHz (∼800
km/s) or 1.8-GHz (∼1565 km/s) bandwidth mode, depending on the expected line width and the need for
maximum sensitivity (i.e. when 920-MHz bandwidth was sufficient to cover the line, dual-channel operation was
possible with B3 and was used for better sensitivity). For the high-frequency W/C observations, the widest 1.8GHz bandwidth was used throughout whose ∼1170 km/s velocity coverage adequately covered the full width at
zero intensity (FWZI) of all the CO 4–3 lines observed. For the CO,

CO J = 2–1 lines both bandwidth modes

13

were used, yielding ∼1200– 2345 km/s velocity coverage. Beam switching with frequencies of νchop =1–2 Hz, at
throws of 120–180 arcsec (in azimuth) ensured flat baselines. The beam sizes were

HPBW(230

GHz) = 22 arcsec,

GHz) = 14 arcsec and HPBW(461 GHz) = 11 arcsec. We checked and updated the pointing model offsets
every hour using continuum and spectral line observations of strong sources, with average residual pointing rms
scatter
arcsec.
HPBW(345

The CO J = 6–5 observations
The first measurements of the CO J = 6–5 line (691.473 GHz) were conducted for the luminous ULIRG/QSO Mrk
231 and the LIRG Arp 193 in our sample using the old JCMT W/D band (620–710 GHz) receiver (operating in
SSB mode) on 2005 February 20 and April 22, respectively, under excellent, dry conditions (τ220 GHz ≤ 0.035). The
typical system temperatures were Tsys ∼ (3700–5500)K (including atmospheric absorption). The DAS spectrometer
was used in its widest mode of 1.8 GHz (∼780 km/s at 690 GHz), and beam switching at frequencies of νchop =2 Hz
with azimuthal throws of 60 arcsec resulted in flat baselines. The beam size at 691 GHz was HPBW=8 arcsec. Good
pointing with such narrow beams is crucial and was checked every 45–60 min using differential pointing with the
B3 receiver (350 GHz). This allows access to many more suitable compact sources in the sky than direct pointing
with theW/D receiver at 690 GHz, and was found accurate to within σr ∼ 2.6 arcsec (rms) during that observing
period. The other CO J = 6–5 measurements were conducted during 2009, with the upgraded W/D receiver
equipped with new SIS mixers (effectively the same type installed at the Atacama Large Milimeter Array (ALMA)
telescopes in this waveband) which dramatically enhanced its performance. The resulting low receiver
temperatures (Trx ∼550 K) allowed very sensitive observations with typical Tsys ∼ 1500–3000K (including
atmospheric absorption) for τ 220 GHz ∼ 0.035–0.06. Dual channel operation (after the two polarization channels
were aligned to within_1 arcsec) further enhanced theW/Dband observing capabilities at the JCMT (see Table 1).

The ACSIS spectrometer at its widest mode of 1.8 GHz was used, while in a few cases two separate tunings were
used to create an effective bandwidth of ∼3.2 GHz (∼1390 km s−1 at 690 GHz) so that it adequately covers
(U)LIRG CO lines with FWZI ∼ 800–950 km/s. Rapid beam switching at νchop = 4 Hz (continuum mode) and
azimuthal throw of 30 arcsec yielded very flat baselines under most circumstances. The pointing model was
updated every 45–60 min using observations of compact sources with the W/D receiver, as well as differential
pointing with the A3 receiver, yielding rms residual error radius of σr ∼ 2.2 arcsec. The final CO J = 6–5
observations were conducted in 2011 during which I Zw1 was observed, with only one W(D) receiver channel
functioning, under dry conditions (τ220

GHz

≤ 0.05) that yielded Tsys ∼ 1400–1800 K. The same beam-switching

scheme was used, while two separate tunings yielded an effective bandwidth of ∼3.2 GHz covering the wide CO
line of this ULIRG/QSO (e.g. Barvainis, Alloin & Antonucci 1989). The pointing uncertainty remained within the
range of previous CO J = 6–5 observations. Nevertheless, we wish to note that isolated cases of large pointing
offsets reducing the observed CO J = 6–5 line fluxes have been found (e.g. for Arp 220; see P10a and P10b) and
may have affected a few of these highly demanding CO line
The IRAM 30-m observations
Observations of CO, 13CO J = 1–0 and 2–1 with the IRAM 30- m telescope were conducted during two sessions in
2006, namely from June 20 to 25 and from November 26 to 28. In both periods, the A100/B100 (3 mm) and
A230/B230 (1 mm) receivers were used, connected to the 1-MHz (A100/B100, 512 MHz) and 4-MHz
(A230/B230, 1 GHz) filter banks. During the first period, the A230/B230 receivers were used to observe the 12CO
J = 2–1 line. If the latter was strong and detected in about an hour or less, the 1-mm receivers were then retuned to

CO J = 2–1. For sources with very weak 12CO lines (e.g. 08030+5243 and 08572+3915), no attempt of observing

13

CO J = 2–1 was made. Data were acquired under new control system in a series of 4-min scans, each comprising
eight 30-s subscans. The typical system temperatures (including atmospheric absorption) for the CO 2–1
13

observations were Tsys(210–230 GHz) ∼ (220–500) K, with the lowest mostly during the

13

CO observations

(though for occasional tunings towards the edge of the band and/or bad weather conditions Tsys ∼ 700–900 K). For
most sources, data were acquired in two or more different days to ensure a line detection and as a consistency
check. Pointing and focus were checked frequently during the observations with residual pointing errors σr ∼ 3
arcsec (rms). During the November period receivers A100/B100 were used to observe
simultaneously to the

CO J = 1–0 line

13

CO J = 2–1 line observed with A230/B230 (tuned to the same line each time). The

12

pointing error stayed ≤ 3 arcsec (rms), except during November 26 when it went up to ∼6 arcsec (corresponding
data were omitted). The typical system temperatures were Tsys(110 GHz)∼110–160 K, Tsys(115 GHz)∼200–
380Kand Tsys(210–230 GHz)∼330–425 K. Finally, in order to maintain very flat baselines, the wobbler switching
(nutating subreflector) observing mode with a frequency of 0.5 Hz and beam throws of 180–240 arcsec was
employed during both observing sessions. The beam sizes were

HPBW(110

GHz) = 22 arcsec and

HPBW(210–

230 GHz) = 11 arcsec, with corresponding beam efficiencies2 of Beff(110 GHz) = 0.75, Beff(230 GHz) = 0.52 and
Beff(210 GHz) = 0.57, and forward beam efficiencies of Feff(3 mm) = 0.95 and Feff(1 mm)=0.91.We also note that
in most cases we had redundant CO J = 2–1 measurements with the JCMT, and then adopted (a) the average when
JCMT/IRAM values agreed to within 20 per cent (most cases) or (b) the JCMT measurement (as its wider beam is
less prone to flux loss due to pointing offsets and/or beam-throw/flux-loss uncertainties) if a discrepancy larger
than the aforementioned was found.

DATA REDUCTION AND LINE INTENSITY ESTIMATES
In both telescopes the output spectra are in the TA* scale (see Kutner & Ulich 1981). We inspected all individual
10/4–6 min JCMT/IRAM spectra for baseline ripples and to clip any intensity ‘spikes’ in individual channels. The
edited spectra were then co-added using a 1/σ 2-weighting scheme and linear baselines were subtracted from each
final co-added spectrum. These spectra are shown in Figs 1 and 2 and were used to derive the velocity-integrated
molecular line flux densities from

where ΓJCMT = 15.62, ΓIRAM = 3.905 and η*a is the aperture efficiency defined against the TA* scale [η*a = ηa/ηrss,
where ηa is the aperture efficiency measured against the TA scale, as is more typical, and ηrss is the rearward spill
over and scattering efficiency; equations (8.16) and (8.17) in Rohlfs & Wilson 1996]. The factor Kc(x) = x2/(1 −
e−x ), with x = θs/(1.2θHPBW) and θs is the source diameter, accounts for the geometric coupling of the beam (its
Gaussian part) to a disc-like source, when a CO emission size was available, and 2σr ≤θs _ θHPBW, where σr is the
pointing error radius (see Section below). The total point source conversion factors Sν/T adopted for the JCMT, the
IRAM 30-m telescope and all the data gleaned from the literature (for the corresponding output antenna
temperature scales) is comprehensively tabulated in Table 2.
2

Aperture efficiencies, line intensity uncertainties and biases
Aperture efficiencies of large high-frequency submm telescopes such as the JCMT can change significantly
(especially for ν ≥460 GHz) depending on a variety of factors (e.g. elevation, thermal relaxation of the dish or its
reshaping after an holography session). In order to track them over a decade of observations (during which the
JCMT dish has been readjusted quite a few times), we conducted frequent aperture efficiency measurements using
planets and adopted the average η ∗ a obtained per observing period for deriving the line fluxes of all the sources
observed during it. In many cases, as a cross-check, we distributed the measurements of very CO-luminous LIRGs
over several widely separated periods, during which very different aperture efficiencies (sometimes up to a factor
of∼2) were often measured. In all such cases, equation (1), with the appropriate η*a values, yielded velocityintegrated line fluxes in excellent agreement among each other. Indicatively most aperture efficiencies measured
for the JCMT lay within η*a ∼ 0.41–0.56 (B band, 315–350 GHz) and η*a ∼ 0.21–0.31 (C band, 430–461 GHz).
For the three periods of the more demanding W/D band observations, we derived η*a = 0.25 (2005), η*a = 0.32
(2009) and η*a = 0.27 (2010) from planetary measurements. The uncertainties for the reported velocity-integrated
line flux densities have been computed from

where δT_V is the stochastic error of the average line intensity T_V (averaged over the line FWZI ΔV), η is the
telescope efficiency factor (used to derive the integrated line flux from the temperature scale of the output
spectrum, e.g. η*a for T*Α and δη its uncertainty. The first term is estimated from the spectra shown in Figs 1 and 2
using

where δTchan is the stochastic intensity dispersion, estimated from the line-free part of the spectrum (for a given
velocity channel width ΔVchan), while NΔV = ΔV/ΔVchan and Nbas = 2ΔVbas/ΔVchan are the number of channels within
the line FWZI and the line-free baseline (with ΔVbas/ΔVchan channels symmetrically around the line), respectively.
The second term in equation (2) accounts for line calibration errors (due to a host of factors such as imprecise
knowledge of the calibration loads, uncertainties in the atmospheric model and the derived extinction, etc.).
Observations of numerous strong spectral line standards and planets during each observing period yielded intensity
dispersions of ∼15 per cent (230 and 345 GHz), ∼20 per cent (460 GHz) and ∼25 per cent (690 GHz), which we
adopt as the combined calibration (cal) and δη/η uncertainties per observing band at the JCMT. For the 30-m
observations we consider these to be ∼15 per cent for both 3- and 1-mm bands. Finally, even with the accurate
tracking and pointing achievable by enclosed telescopes such as the JCMT, the residual rms pointing errors and the
narrow beams of large mm/submm telescopes at high frequencies can lead to a substantial and systematic
reduction of measured fluxes of compact sources. We try to account for this as described in P10a by applying a
<G> scaling factor to the line fluxes of all point-like sources with CO emission region diameters of θco ≤ 2σr
[where σr(JCMT) = 2.5 arcsec and σr(IRAM) = 3 arcsec are the pointing error radii]. This factor is (see P10a)

where θ1/2 is the half power beam width (HPBW) and σr/√2 is the rms pointing error per pointing coordinate. For
θco ≤ 2σr, Kc(x) is replaced in equation (1) by G(σr) as the beam–source coupling correction is overtaken by the
pointing error correction. At 345 and 460 GHz for the JCMT, we obtain <G345>=1.087 and <G460>=1.15, (with
negligible correction at 230 GHz), while for 30 m <G230>= 1.20 (and negligible correction at 115 GHz). The CO J
=6–5 observations with HPBW∼8 arcsec are the most susceptible to this bias and _G690 has been estimated from
the pointing rms per observing session, yielding a range _G690 = 1.17–1.37. For sources with CO (or submm dust
emission) sizes of 2σr _ θs _ θ1/2, the Kc factor is used in equation (1). Finally, in the cases where large offsets were
found between the presumed CO source centre and the observed positions in the literature (see discussion in
Section 4.2), we applied a beam-shift correction factor of Ksh = exp [4 ln 2(Δθ/
centre)–source offset.

HPBW)
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], where Δθ is the (beam

Figure 1. The high-J CO J+1→J, J+1≥3 spectra. In the few cases where all three CO J=3-2, 4-3 and 6-5 lines are available we omit the overlay of
CO J=2-1 in order to reduce confusion (the J=2-1 lines are all shown in Fig. 2). The velocities are with respect to V opt=czco (LSR), and with typical
resolutions ΔVch~10-50 km/s. A common colour designated per transition is used in all frames.

Figure 2. The CO, 13CO line data. The velocities are with respect to V opt=czco (LSR), and with typical resolutions ΔVch ~(35-90) km/s. A common
colour designated per transition is used in all frames.
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